VOCAL EXAMINATION RATING SHEET

Student ___________________________       Course No./Level ______________________
Instructor ___________________________       Semester ___________________________

MUSICIANSHIP
Rhythm ________
Tempo ________
Phrasing ________
Accuracy ________
Dynamics ________
Musicality ________

REPERTOIRE:

VOCAL TECHNIQUE
Flexibility ________
Breath Management ________
Diction ________
Language accuracy ________
Freedom ________
Control ________
Intonation ________

VOCAL CHARACTERISTICS
Quality ________
Range ________
Evenness of scale ________

ARTISTRY
Poise ________
Stage Presence ________
Control of mannerisms ________
Tone Color ________
Projection of Mood ________

Comments:

(Poor)       (Excellent)       Grade ________
Rating:  1  2  3  4  5

Jurist ___________________________